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Friday, May Twenty-fifth, 
Nineteen Hundred and Ninety 
Ten-thirty a.m. 
Halenbeck Hall . 
St. Cloud State University 
College of 
Science and 
Technology B College of ~ College of §j College of~ College of Education Fine Arts and Business Social Sciences Humanities 
MACE BEARER ANNEITE D. SCHOENBERGER, Associate Professor 
Computer Sciences 
MARSHAIS JUUE A BROYLE.5, Assistant Professor 
Sociology I Anthropology 
KENTON R. FROHRIP, Professor 
Music 
DOUGIA5 L MAGNUS, Professor 
Chemistry 
WilllAM C. RODGERS, Professor 
Marketing and General Business 
ROSEMARY F. ROEHL, Assistant Professor 
Teacher Development 
NAN W. WATKINS, Professor 
Earth Sciences 
FACUL1Y LINE I.FADERS VIRGINIA L HUEGEL, Associate Professor 
Business Education and Office Administration 
FRANCIS H. VOEIXER, Professor 
Mass Communications 
ANNOUNCERS ARTIIUR F. GRACHEK, Professor 
Speech Communication 
JUDI11-I K LllTERSf, Professor 
Speech Communication 
Sf. CWUD BRUCE B. MOSS, Band Director 
SfATE UNNERSI1Y Assistant Professor 
CONCERT BAND Music 
SONG I.FADER DOREEN L HUfCHINGS, Instructor 
Music 
INfERPRETER KA1HERINEJ. UNfERBURGER 
Student life and Development 
p R 0 G R 
BRENDAN J. McDONAID, presiding 
*PROCES.5IONAL MUSIC "THE SINFONIANS" 







BRENDAN J. McDONAID, President 
''AMERICA THE BEAlffIFUL" 
By Samuel A Ward 
Arranged by Carmen Dragon 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
CONCERT MARCH, "THE DAM BUSTERS" 
By Eric Coates 
Mark W. Jirousek, Conducting 
M.S. Conducting and literature 
PETER SCHNEil 
Mayor 
Ingolstadt, West Germany 
MUSIC "OVERTURE" 
Concert Band by John Heins 
PRESENfATION OF TI-IE JOSEPHINE D. DAVIS, Vice President 
GRADUATING CIA5.5 Academic Affairs 
WAYNE M. GIIDSITIH, Dean, School of 
Graduate and Continuing Studies 
JAMES M. KEilY, Dean, College of Business 
BERNARD OINER, Dean, College of Education 
A 
MICHAEL E. CONNAUGHfON, Dean, College of Fine Arts 







WUISE H.JOHNSON, Dean, College of Science and Technology 
DAVID L CARR, Assistant Dean, College of Social Sciences 
JOHN G. BERLING, Dean, Learning Resources Services 
and Center for Information Media 
BRENDAN J. McDONAID, President 
''UN/VERSIFY HYMN'' 
By Harvey Waugh and Amy Dale 
Arranged by Professor Emeritus Roger L Barren 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
''AMERICAN MARCHES'' 
By John Philip Sousa and E. F. Goldman 




Master of Arts 
BONNIE WARNER ALEXANDER 
Biology 
Adviser: John F. McCue 
Brainerd 
SUSAN MARIE BENnEY 
Special Studies: American Studies 
Adviser: Eleanor E. Simpson 
Brainerd 
SARAANN GRACHEK 
Special Studies: Speech Communication 
Adviser: Fred E. Hill 
St. Cloud 
MARILYN KA1HRYN DAHL HENSLEY 
Special Studies: Heritage Preservation 
Adviser: William T. Morgan 
Stewartville 
USA FAYE HINE5 
Biology 
Ornithology 
Adviser: Alfred H. Grewe 
St. Cloud 
IBOMAS JOHN NIETFEID 
Special Studies: Sociology-Gerontology 
Adviser: J~ie D. Harper 
Sauk Centre 
KAlHLEEN JOAN NORIANDER 
Special Studies: Theatre Directing 
Adviser: D. J. Cennele 
Isle 
KATHERINE NEL snJART 
English 
Adviser: William Meissner 
Annandale 
Master of Business 
Administration 
BYRON DAREL DAY 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
Big lake 
KEVIN D. DOCKRY 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
Minneapolis 
LORI ANNE GADBOIS 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
Edina 
ODIN CARL HELGERSON 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
Rochester 
WIWAM CARL HUDSON 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
Northfield 
OONAID JEROME KASPARI 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
Mora 
XIAO-GUANG LIU 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
San Francisco, California 
BRUCE T. MEI.CHEKf 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
Seymour, Wtsconsin 
ANNE MARIE OBERMAN 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
St. Cloud 
KEVIN DALE STANION 
Adviser: James M. Kelly 
St. Cloud 
Master of Science 
DANIEL STEPHEN ANDERSON 
Educational Administration: 
Elementary School Administration Traclc 
Adviser: Elaine L Leach 
Rollag 
ANNE I.EE BAIN 
Accounting 
Adviser: Shernian R Roser 
St. Cloud 
CHRISTINE LOUISE BARDON 
Industrial Studies 
Adviser: Andrew C. Horton 
Shakopee 
WIWAM RIOIARD BAUMANN 
Special Studies: Athletic Administration 
Adviser: Morris Kurtz 
North Branch 
LINDA RENAE BECK 
Infonnation Media: Human Resources 
Development/Training 
Adviser: Dennis C. Fields 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
KEVIN JOSEPH BIANCHETIE 
Mathematics 
Adviser: Charles I. Ernst 
St.Joseph 
MARY JO ERNST BOT 
Music 
Conducting and literature 
Adviser: Stephen R Fuller 
St. Cloud 
NANCY A BOWERS 
Physical Education 
Adviser: Robert G. Waxlax 
Beatrice, Nebraska 
JOHN SEBASfIAN BRANDSTEITER 
Special Studies: 
Adviser: John M. Kelly 
Minnetonka 
VINCENT SCHAFER BRAUI1GAM 
Special Studies: Athletic Administration 
Adviser: D. Ray Collins 
West Covington, Kentucky 
DEBORAHV. BRYER 
Child and Family Studies: 
Early Education 
Adviser: Joan K Blaska 
St. Cloud 
ANDRFA K COULTER 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Traclc 
Adviser: Edgar A Bavery 
Montgomery 
KAlHLEEN PETERS CZIOK 
Educational Administration 




Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Arthur J. Redding 
St. Cloud 
Rum I.ENORE CARISON FOSTER 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 




Adviser: Joan Bigler 
Granite Falls 
BARTON WALTER GRAY 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Traclc 
Adviser: Linda E. Scott 
St. Cloud 
SUSAN KA1HRYN HAILER 
Mathematics 
Adviser: Vernon D. Leitch 
Fergus Falls 
KENNE1H I.EE HARREIL 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Robert S. Prout 
Becker 
MARY EilZABE1H HASTINGS 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling 




Adviser: Roger L Rouch 
Watkins 
NANCY RAE TAYLOR HEWNG 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
Adviser: Boyd A Purdom 
Kimball 
MARCIA YOUNG HElHERINGTON 
Educational Administration: 
Elementary School Administration Traclc 
Adviser: Elaine L Leach 
St. Cloud 
LISSA LOUISE HULTGREN 
Child and Family Studies: 
Early Education 




Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John C. Hotz 
Minneapolis 
SHIRLEY KOHNEN KALIBOFF 
Special Education 
Adviser: James F. Lewis 
Richmond 
EDWARD ALBERT KEYSER 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: George Petrangelo 
Willmar 
SHARON RUill KIMBAIL 
Music 
Adviser: Shirley L Schrader 
St. Cloud 
DARIN DUANE KINGSfON 
Industrial Studies 
Adviser: Andrew C. Horton 
Alexandria 
CYNIHIASUE P. KOU. 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Arthur J. Redding 
St. Cloud 
TARA A KREKIAU 
Physical Education 
Adviser: D. Ray Collins 
Williston, North Dakota 
DEBORAH EIAINE WIBERTE 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gerald W. IaVoi 
Braham 
RUSSEU. FLOYD LINDVALl.. 
Art 
Adviser: Lee J. Gutteter 
Brooklyn Park 
BARBARA Ell.EN MACGIUNRAY 
Counseling: 
Secondaty School Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Terrance Peterson 
Sauk Rapids 
JANNA LYNN MCFARIANE 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: F. Bany Schreiber 
Gibbon 
BRENDA I.EE MCGRATII 
Information Media: 
Development/fraining 
Adviser: Dennis C. Fields 
long Prairie 
ANN MARIE MCKENNA 
Special Studies: Exercise Physiology 
Adviser: John M. Kelly 
Moorhead 
JULIE HER1ZOG Mlll.ERBERND 
Special Education 
Adviser: Joan Bigler 
Wmsted 
KATHI.EEN WIS MUNSCH 
Special Education 
Adviser: Floyd W. Ayers 
Granite Falls 
GI.ENDA COLI.EEN MYERS 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Martin Kammermeier 
Marquette, Michigan 
JUDl11I MARIE NEI.SON 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: DavidJ. Lesar 
Mora 
MARGARET ANNE NOONAN 
Information Media: 
Information Technologies 
Adviser: Fred E. Hill 
St. Cloud 
EUGENE R NUGENf 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John C. Hotz 
St. Cloud 
JOHN I.ESUE PEPPER 
Information Media: 
Development/fraining 
Adviser: J. Michael Nelson 
St. Cloud 
PATRICIA I.EE PETERSON 
Early Childhood and Family Studies 
Adviser: Jacob Mayala 
Clear lake 
DIANNE EIAINE PFEIL 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
Adviser: Linda E. Scott 
Little Falls 
PATRICIA ANN PICHEIMAN 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Joan Jacobson 
Minnetonka 
TIIOMA5 P. RAICHE 
Educational Administration: 
Secondaty School Administration Track 




Adviser: Sherman R Roser 
lodi, New Jersey 
ROBERT GEORGE RIEDEL II 
Psychology: 
Behavior Analysis/Experimental 
Adviser: Anthony Marcattilio 
Marshall 
MAR1HA ELI.EN RISCH 
Special Education 
Adviser: Joan Bigler 
St. Cloud 
VICKI EII.EEN SACKMEISfER 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Joan Jacobson 
Elk River 
TERESE MARIE SAGER 
Special Education 
Adviser: Eva M. Gadberry 
New Brighton 
KARI.EEN KAY SCHMIEDT 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Arthur J. Redding 
Little Falls 
CYNIHIA DICKIE SCHUI.Ze 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Arthur J. Redding 
Iakeland 
ROXANNE MARIE SfENSVAD 
Biology 
Adviser: David C. Kramer 
Glencoe 
KERSTEN MARIE NIX TftELl..IN 
Information Media: Human Resources 
Development/fraining 
Adviser: Dennis C. Fields 
Anoka 
SUSAN MARIE TOHAL 
Special Education 
Adviser: Eva M. Gadberry 
Lesueur 
OOUGIAS EUGENE WAGNER 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Francis B. Schreiber 
St. Cloud 
LINDA RUill WAIDSfEIN 
Counseling: 
Secondaty School Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Terrance Peterson 
Litchfield 
ARI.ENE K WAI.EN 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
Adviser: David A Heine 
Little Falls 
CHRISIY A WERDER 
Educational Administration: 
Elementary School Administration Track 
Adviser: Elaine L Leach 
Browerville 
KRISfEN MARIE WILGER 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Junior High School Education Track 
Adviser: !any Putbrese 
St. Cloud 
Specialist 
RANDAL WALTER ECKART 
Special Education Administration 
Adviser: Jerry J. Wellik 
Fort Ripley 
MARJORIE WRIGHT HAWKINS 
Educational Adminstration: 
Secondaty 
Adviser: Charles Moore 
Paris, Illinois 
PATRICIA ANN MAURER WEHR 
Educational Administration 
Adviser: Elaine L Leach 
Sauk Rapids 
CAROLYN CORYNNE PHIUPSEK OTIO 
Special Education Administration 
Adviser: Eva M. Gadberry 
St. Cloud 
GALEN JAMES SWOBODA 
Educational Administration 
Adviser: Elaine L Leach 
Little Falls 
5 
~ COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
MARK RICHARD CHIIDS TAYLOR E. FORSYIH 
St. Cloud Cum Laude 
)FAN MARIE COBURN Houston 
C~n THOMAS COOKE FRAZIER 
Bachelor of Science )FAN RENEE CULVER Cum Laude Cum Laude Waconia 
SUSAN ELIZABElH ADAMS Baker, Montana DAVID jAMF.S FREETLY 
Magna Cum Laude PAUL OONAID DAGGE1T Kerkhoven 
Little Falls Summa Cum Laude CAROL ANN FREIHAMMER 
PAULJOHN ALTMANN Mankato Cum Laude 
New Ulm BRIAND. DAHEDL Sauk Rapids 
NANCT )FAN AMES West St. Paul RAYMOND CIARK FROUNFELTER 
Cum Laude OOUGIA5 C. DAHIBERG Ortonville 
St. Cloud Columbia Heights SHEIIA MARY GAE1Z 
MATIHEWSHAW ANDERSON MARK FABIAN DAWSON St. Cloud 
Minnetonka Lakeville JENNIFER ANN GAMS 
JULIE LYNNE ANDRFS MICHELE RENEE DECKER Fridley 
Coon Rapids Cum Laude ROBERT Will. GARVES 
RICHARD MICHAEL BARRETT Cloquet Coon Rapids 
St. Peter WIUlAMJOHN DENZEN KIMBERLY ANN GOLEMBECK 
LORI A BAl.ITCH Little Falls St. Cloud 
Baxter STEVEN PAUL DICK BRENT ANIHONY GORACZKOWSKI 
GARY CHARLES BEil. Litchfield Wadena 
Cold Spring MICHAELJOSEPH OONKERS LYNN MARIE GRAIF 
DAVID J. BENOIT Faribault Rochester 
Minnetonka STEVEN SCOTT DRIil. KRISTI JO GRENZ 
PAUL DALE BERGSTROM Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude New Ulm Maple Grove 
Bloomington KAROLYN E. DRIVER JOHN ANIHONY GRUBER 
ANIHONY GLENN BJERKE Bloomington Ellsworth, Wisconsin 
Cum Laude THOMA5 H. DROMPP ROBERT AU.AN HAGSIROM 
Farmington Cum Laude Cum Laude 
MICHELE JANE BIACKLEDGE Stillwater Rockville 
Anoka ALICIA D. DRYE TERRY JOHN HALONEN 
jAMF.S PATRICK BORDEN Summa Cum Laude Cokato 
Andover Brainerd WENDY J. HANSEN 
CHARLES PETER BORREil. MICHELLE MARY DUPUIS Lindstrom 
Cum Laude Cum Laude DAVID JONA1HAN HANSON 
Waverly Shoreview Spicer 
JEFFREY BARTON BOR1NER THERESA LYNN EICHfEN WADE A HANSON 
Minneapolis Cum Laude Hadley 
CHARLES D. BRAUNSCHWEIG Annandale KATHLEEN MARIE HARDYMAN 
Cum Laude ROSANNE EILEEN EI<REN Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Cum Laude Red Wing 
LORI ANN BREITBACH Willmar VINCENT GREGORY HASTINGS 
Elrosa KHAIID ABBAS EIMASRY Richfield 
RICHARD LEE BREUER St. Paul MARK ANDREW HEDGE 
Magna Cum Laude STEVEN CARL EIMQUISf St. Cloud 
Wadena Minnetonka USA]FAN HEIM 
VICTRY LEE BRODT JOSEPH UJKE ENDRFS St. Cloud 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude PAUL A HEIMKE.5 
Roseville St. Cloud New Brighton 
STEVEN DAVID BROOKS CHRISTINE L ENGEL TIMOTHY L HEYNE 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Fridley 
Brainerd Monticello WENDY IAVON HOHLEN 
STEVEN KENT BROWN LINDA LOUISE ESCHER Summa Cum Laude 
Maple Grove Melrose St. Cloud 
JOEL CURTIS BRUESEHOFF CHRISfOPHER DALE FIEID JUANITA KAY HOIMAN 
Norwood St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
CHARLES ANIHONY BURT CHRISTINE A FISCHER Atwater 
St. Cloud St. Cloud DEBBIE )FAN GIRTZ HOLTHAUS 
TODD EDWARD BlNS IAURI JO FISCHER Little Falls 
Canby Avon MARCI LYNNE HOWE 
SCOTT jAMF.S CANONICO MEE LING FOO Rogers 
Deephaven St. Cloud KEVIN JOHN HUSBY 
DWAYNE DFAN CARMACK TIMOTHY GENE FORD Park Rapids 
Austin Savage 
6 
KIMBERLY ]FAN HYCNER JOHN MARVIN IAUERMANN LEO ODENTIIAL 
Cum Laude St. Cloud New Prague 
St. Cloud JEFFREY PAUL LEGARE CRAIG RANDAIL OLSON 
KARI S. INIVEID Cum Laude Wayzata 
Magna Cum Laude I.afayette KURT MASON OPHUS 
New Brighton TIMOTIIY PAUL LEROUX Cum Laude 
KARIAJFAN jARMOUJK New Brighton Fergus Falls 
Elk River SCOTI RICHARD LIND CONNIESUE FUNK PEDERSON 
Elll.ABETII MARY JOHNSON Glencoe South Haven 
Cum Laude TODD MATIHEW UTILE SUZANNE MARIE PERAIA 
Eden Prairie Bloomington Henning 
KENf H. JOHNSON SHERRY LYNN LOHMANN MARKJEROME PETERSON 
Hill City Stillwater Tracy 
KEVIN MIKE JOHNSON PAUL M. MAIAY SCOTI D. PETERSON 
Stillwater Magna Cum Laude Anoka 
OF.ANNA LYNN JONES Owatonna FRANCES CIARA PIKE 
Aitkin CHRISfOPHER PAUL MANDERFEID Big Lake 
ERIC JOHN JORE St. Cloud SHRIDATH PRASHAD 
Glenwood BRADLEY IAWRENCE MARTIN Guy.ma, South America 
BRIAN C. JUELL Plymouth LYNN M. RAFFENBEUL 
Albany TERRI ANN MATTHEWS St. Cloud 
JACQUEUNE KAY jUET1NER Summa Cum Laude MARGARET SUE RAUSCH 
Cum Laude Cold Spring Cum Laude 
Alexandria WANN B. MCAIPINE l.eSueur 
JOHN SCOTI KAISER Summa Cum Laude SUZANNE MARIE RESSEMANN 
Hugo Buffalo Richmond 
TODD GERARD KAMPA PAUL BRIAN MCCULLOUGH ROXANNE ANNETTE RHODES 
Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud Bloomington 
St. Francis CORYNN B. MCGILL MARGO LYNN RICE 
DANIEL THOMAS KASPER Cum Laude Bloomington 
Burtrum Bloomington MICHAELJOSEPH RIPPBERGER 
GEK-CHOO KEE GERAID WllllAM MCGLYNN Mound 
Summa Cum Laude Plymouth ROD WllllAM RNARD 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia DEBORAS. MILBOURN Stephen 
SENG-KHOY KEE Magna Cum Laude RICHARD JOSEPH RODGERS 
Summa Cum Laude Mahtomedi Summa Cum Laude 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia JOHN TIMOTIIY MIUER St. Cloud 
MARTIN PHIUP KEENAN Summa Cum Laude AIAN PAUL ROONEY 
Prior Lake Young America Bloomingdale, Illinois 
DEBORA LEE KEIZENBERG IANAJFAN MIUER JOHN GERAID RO&S 
St. Cloud Cum Laude Cum Laude 
MARTIN GERARD KEIZER Alexandria Sartell 
Ortonville COLLEEN ANN MODAHL TAMMY ]FAN ROS.SOW 
ELLEN IARHAE KENDAIL Brooklyn Center Hankinson, North Dakota 
Isanti DAVID JOHN MOE KAREN JANELLE SACHI 
KAREN ANN KLEIN Roseville Summa Cum Laude 
Shoreview BRANf GILBERT MOENING Oakdale 
JOHN CLEMENf KOCHIS Apple Valley NOEL EDWARD SAMI.A5KA 
Minnetonka BRIAN LOREN MOGENSEN Magna Cum Laude 
DUANE G. KRUEGER Pine River BrooklynP'ark 
Magna Cum Laude MEIANIE KAY MORAN DAVID LEE SAMS 
Cold Spring Sartell Monticello 
TIMOTIIY JOHN KRUSE AUCE FAY MORGAN RANDAILJAY SCHMIDT 
Stillwater Cum Laude Lakeville 
JUDY ANN MATHEWS KUNZ Plymouth SHERRI LYNN SCHOLL 
Magna Cum Laude CATHERINE ANN MOYER Washburn, Wisconsin 
Douglas Summa Cum Laude )FANNIE LYNN SCHROEDER 
OORIEN LYN KVIUIAUG Rogers Cum Laude 
Westbrook CHRISTINE MULOMI MlITEBI Elgin 
CAROL WCILLE IABUDA Uganda, Mbale RONAID CARL SCHURHAMMER 
St. Cloud TRACI JO NEWHOUSE Kellogg 
OONAID IRA IAMB JR Magna Cum Laude GREGORY JOHN SCOLLARD 
Lake City Big Lake Maple Grove 
KARON S. IARSON MIMI CATHERINE NGlNEN BRIAN JOSEPH SEVIOIA 
St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude Shoreview 
STACEY LYNN IARSON St.Joseph JILL SUZANNE SHEPPERD 
St. Cloud MARLEEN FAY NIEIAND Summa Cum Laude 
SfEPHANIE KAY IARSON Summa Cum Laude Willmar 
Zumbrota Spicer RONAID SCOTI SKAJA 
WENDY MARIE BROBSfON I.ASTOVICH BRIAN THOMAS NOR1HENSCOID St. Cloud 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude DEBBIE ANN SMITH 
Hibbing Richfield Howard Lake 
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MICHAEL H. SMITS 
St. Louis Park 
SCOTT SfEVEN SPANIER 
Avon 
TERRY L NAT SPLETI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello 
BARBARA A SfEELE 
Cum Laude 
Parkers Prairie 
SUSAN MARIE SfERNER 






JOHN FRANCIS SUUNAN 
Stillwater 
NANCY A SUMAN 
Cum Laude 
Worthington 
KRISTIN MICHELLE SUNDBY 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
CHARLE.5 M. SYLVFSfER 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
JEFFREY PAUL S7.ABIA 
Brooklyn Center 
MICHAEL P. TATE 
Mounds View 
GINA NORINE 1llEISEN 
Brainerd 
JON D. THIELEN 
Eden Valley 
JOEL AR1HUR TIMP 
Freeport 
JILL MARIE TORBORG 
Paynesville 
DARIAJANE lROM 
Magna Cum Laude 
Blooming Prairie 
KELLY ANN lRUDFAU 
Forest lake 
MARK A TSCHIDA 
Coon Rapids 
TIM01HY WILLIAM 1UFFS 
Maple lake 
KEVIN L URHAMMER 
Somerset, Wisconsin 
MARK AIAN VOSS 
Litchfield 
DANIEL KENNE1H VOSSEN 
Watkins 
RONAID C. WALL 
Miami, Florida 
ANTIIONY TODD WALSH 
Benson 
BCOllEGEOFEDUCATION 
Bachelor of Arts 
JOANMRVIG 
Spicer 
BENJAMIN FOSS AIM 
St. Cloud 
MONICA TERESE ANDERSON 
Brooklyn Center 
JUDITH A M. BENSON 
Sauk Rapids 
SANDRA LYNN BRENNEN 
Magna CJ'mlaude 
Fridley 
CARL G. BURTON 
Grand Rapids 
MARLENE A CIESCO 
St. Cloud 
BETIY JANE REITSMA DAMHOF 
Cum Laude 
Kandiyohi 
ANN IDUISE DAVIDSON 
Princeton 
IAURIE RENAE DEROCHE 
Duluth 
TRACI ANN FAIDE 
Loretto 
RONAID D. FENSKE 
Little Falls 
SANDY KATHERINE FISCHER 
Avon 
SUSAN LYNN FIDRMAN 
Cum Laude 
Andover 
TERF5A KAY FROST 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mankato 
JOAN EU7.ABE1ll GISIA50N 
Edina 
TIIOMAS J. HEUMERS 
Motley 





RurnANN MARIE HOFFMAN 
Moorhead 
JOAN MARIE HOHEISEL 
Cum Laude 
Pierz 
CRAIG DAVID HOIM 
Hastings 
ROBERT JOSEPH HONERMAN 
Worthington 
RANDY ALLEN JOHNSON 
Litchfield 
JUUE LYNN JORDAHL 
Motley 
MICHELE JOANN JUERGENS 
St. Paul Park 
KRISTINE M. KOHMAN 
USA MARIE KING KRAUSE 
Champlin 
ERIC ROBERT KUNZ 
Cold Spring 
SHANNON GAYE LEIDER 
Anoka 
OONAID LOUIS WAIZ 
Cum Laude 
St.Jo.5eph 




GEORGE MYRON WEISBROD 
Cambridge 
USA MARIE WEISSE 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
PAULS. WESIMAN 
Zimmerman 




MAR1HAJANE BANK.5 WISE 
Elk River 




MICHAEL WARREN WOIF 
Cum Laude 
Belle Plaine 
JEFFREY JOSEPH ZRUCKY 
Cottage Grove 
ANDREW JOSEPH UEFFOIIT 
Milbank, South Dakota 
JANA RAE WA5BOITEN UEN 
Cum Laude 
Milaca 
ERIC DENNIS LINDSTROM 
Prior lake 
KAIBLEEN MARY IDMBARDI 
St. Paul 
LORI ANNE UJITERMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brainerd 
AMY LYNN MEREDITH 
Bloomington 
MARY EUEN MORAN 
Bloomington 
SHIRLEY JOAN BERGSTROM NAGEL 
Paynesville 
EVERE1T GEORGE NISKA 
Iron 
SHAUN EU7.ABE1ll O'CONNOR 
Magna Cum Laude 
Austin 
LYNELLE JANET RM5CH 
Red Wing 
EMILY KAY RIERSON 
Willmar 
JAMES L RINNE 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
LESUE TIIOMAS SCHROEDER 
St. Cloud 
JAMES JOSEPH SCOVIL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Fridley 
BRENDAJEAN SOMMERFEID AWSON MARY BRAtmGAM jAMFS VINCENT FREIHAMMER 
Willmar Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
SANDRA R SOMODY Wocxlbwy Hibbing 
New London MOILY MARIE BRAY KEILY FRIEND RJNFAR 
NAll-lAN AIAN SWISTON Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Washburn, Wisconsin Bloomington Coon Rapids 
MElANIE JOY VANDERPIMTS JENNIFER MARY DAINES BRODT jEFFRJN MICHAEL GAiillS 
Pease Roseville Cum Laude 
CA11IERINE ANDREA VISE REBECCA SUE BUSCH St. Cloud 
Sauk.Centre Burnsville jAMFS BRIAN GALVIN 
RAEANN ZAHN EIAINE MARY IVERSON BYKER White Bear lake 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude KAlHRYN MARIE GASSER 
Merrifield Onamia Sauk Rapids 
LFAH LOUISE CARISON KRISI1NE L GP.ARMAN , 
Magna Cum Laude Madison 
Bachelor of Elective Fridley CHERYL LYNN GILES NANCY CHRISTINE CARISON Cum Laude 
Studies Apple Valley St. Cloud 
WANDAJO CARISON CINDY ROSE GOLOMBIECKI 
TIMOTI-IY JOEL CHRISTOFERSON Cum Laude Chokio 
Minnetonka Garfield RENEE MARIE GOODMANSON 
JOHN GREGORY EICIITEN JR STARR LOUISE KOBS CHRISTIE Cum Laude 
Edina Magna Cum Laude Canby 
JANE HFAlHER TARVIN INGEBRAND Aitkin LINDA KAY HOSTETI.ER GRABOW 
Mora MARY ANN CONKEY Magna Cum Laude 
WIWAM KENNE1H OLSON Bloomington Coon Rapids 
Wa}'7.ata KAlHLEEN ROSE COSTA STEPHANIE JOY GRAVES 
JEAN NOONAN RAFFER1Y little Canada Forest lake 
Summa Cum Laude KAlHLEEN G. CRAWFORD OOUGIA5 AR1HUR GUNDERSON 
St. Cloud Stillwater Cum Laude 
STACY L 11-IOMAS 1ROY I.EE CROUSE Willmar 
Faribault Fort Dodge, Iowa CORAE RACHEUE HAAS 
WENDY K. WOID NICOLE DIONNE CUNNINGHAM Minneapolis 
Savage C~n BETI-1 ANN HAFF 
STEVEN JOHN CZECH Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude St Cloud 
Bachelor of Science Arlington SCOTI AIBERT HAIRE 
KRISTIN MARIE DAHLEN St Cloud 
KEILY KENNE1H AEIKENS Ashby KAIBI.EEN MARIE HAKES 
Benson LYNDA HE~ YOUNG DAHLIN New Ulm 
JIU. MARIE ANDERSEN Plymouth MARK ROBERT HAIL 
St Cloud jEFFRJN NOEL DAHISfROM Albany 
RENEE SUE ANDERSON Milaca SHARON PA1RICIA HAIL 
St. Cloud DEi.ENA Mill.ER DAI.EIDEN Cum Laude 
MARY KATI-IRYN BAHE Summa Cum Laude Richfield 
St. Cloud Albertville AVIS EIAINE HALONEN 
JAYNE MARIE BARWICK LINDA GAI.BRAI1H DECHAINE Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Cokato 
Montevideo Maple Grove MARY BETI-1 HANAUSKA 
KIMRENEEBA.5.5 JOAN ANNE DINKEL New Hope 
Hope Cum Laude DANIEL MARK HANES 
BRENDAJEANNE BAUER Long Prairie Sartell 
Cum Laude JANE EUZABETI-1 DIRKF.S BARBARA 1UOOR HANNI 
Rosemount Cum Laude Cum Laude 
CYNTI-IIA A BFAIS Columbia Heights lake Zurich, Illinois 
Annandale CAROL I.EE GASTECKI OOUCETIE KAREN EUZABETI-1 HOVANETZ HART 
AlllSON JO BEWG Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Fort Ripley Cedar 
little Falls JASON E. DUBOIS PATIY L HAS.5 
JENNIFER KAY BENKO Sauk.Centre Cum Laude 
Jordan RUBYE. EIDEN Anoka 
MARY PA1RICE SCHNETIIBR BENNING Summa Cum Laude KAREN LYNN HAYES 
Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud Pierz 
St. Cloud .Mrr MARIE EISCHENS PA1RICK MICHAEL HEIKKENEN 
JIUAINE SUE BERGSIROM Belle Plaine Brainerd 
Maple Grove ALlCEJOAN EMSIANDER SHEil..EY ANN HELGET 
PA1RICIA O'HARA BOERBOOM St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude LYNETTE MARIE ENDRES Comfrey 
St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude SHEILY Rl.ITH HEIMBRECHf 
DIANE LYNNE BOIKE Hastings Ham lake 
Deerwood LORI JEAN CIA5EN FEDDER JUDY MARIE HIGBEE 
DEANNA I.EE BOSER Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 




SUSAN EMILEE HIIDEBRANDT 
Mountain lake 
NANCY J. HIUMAN 
Aitkin 
MELISSA I. HINNENKAMP 
Magna Cum Laude 
Melrose 
JOANN A HOESCHEN 
Alexandria 
KIRK ROBERT HOWNBECK 
Cum Laude 
Minnetonka 
DANETTE MARY HOLTE 
Deephaven 
CHRISfOPHER DAVID HOODECHECK 
Cum Laude 
St.Joseph 
KIMBERLY KAY HOOK 
Cum Laude 
Big lake 
USA MARIE HOWE-JOHNSON 
Hillman 
MARGO AillSON HUBBARD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milaca 
KAIBLEEN A HUL5 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 




KAIBY JO JENSEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Currie 
KRISTIN LE JENSEN 
Lakeland 




JILL LOUISE JOHNSON 
Duluth 
IAURA BE"rn JOHNSON 




SANDRA MARIE JUIKOWSKI 
Fridley 
VERNON CHARLFS JUREK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Columbia Heights 
CARI ANN KALLIO 
Magna Cum Laude 
Two Harbors 




TANYA MARIE KARISfAD 
Cum Laude 
Champlin 
CYNIHIA LOUISE FINN KARVEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Waite Park 
WANN RENEE HOLLERMANN KASPER 
Swanville 
CAMILLE CECILE KINZER 
Babbitt 
RENEE E. KNUfSON 
Sauk Rapids 
JANICE MARIE KORKOWSKI 
Brandon 
KIMBERLY ANN KOSS 
Isanti 




DAWN RENEE KUECHLE 
litchfield 
SHANNON MARIE IACY 
Burnsville 
SANDRA MARIE BUKOWSKI IAHR 
Sauk Rapids 
SHELLEY ANN IARSON 
Stillwclter 
GREGORY MARK LEIAND 
North Branch 
JOSEPH DFAN LENINER 
St. Cloud 
AIMEE R UGI-IT 
Buffalo 
LINDA LINDAHL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Zimmennan 
USA ANN UPPONEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Esko 
YVE1TE M. LOEHR 
little Falls 
NANCY LYNN LORCH 
Hoyt lakes 
JULIE LOUISE LORENIZ 
Cum Laude 
Browerville 
LYNN ANN WBKE 
Anoka 
KIMBERLY ANN WDOWffiE 
Hutchinson 
GARY DANIEL WKE 
Coon Rapids 
RICHARD SCOTI WITER 
Cum Laude 
St. Paul 
ANDRFA MARIE MANNZ 
Redwood Falls 





SUSAN AillSON MARXEN 
Wheaton 
GREGORY JOHN MAVIS 
St. Cloud 
TAMMI JO ERICKSON MCCAR'IHY 
Summa Cum Laude 
North Branch 
JOHN P. MCFARIAND 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jordan 
BE"rn MARIE MFANY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rose Creek 
SUSAN MARY MEHRWER'JH 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
LORI SUE MEINERS 
Cum Laude 
Caledonia 
ROSEMARIE ANN MIEIKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sleepy Eye 
LEZUE LYNN MILLER 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
RANDEAN MARIE Mill.ER 
Cum Laude 
Big lake 
JEANNINE MARIE MOGAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 
DONNA F. MOLITOR 
Cum Laude 
Cushing 
DIANE KAlHRYN MOORSE 
Minneota 
LYNN MARIE MO1ZKO 
Cum Laude 
Plymouth 
JOAN ANN MURPIN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KERRY LYNN MURPIN 
Magna Cum Laude 
C~n 
ROBIN RAE NEUMANN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 
CYNTI-IIA KAYE NORBY 
Cum Laude 
Albert Lea 
1HOMAS DAVID NYGREN 
Elk River 
SANDRA ANNE O'DONNELL 
Bloomington 
SUZANNE COUEITE ODENWAID 
Shakopee 
MARY SUE OHREN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hibbing 
SHARON H. OIDAKOWSKI 
little Falls 
LINDA LOUISE DOTEN OMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
little Falls 
CHAD MITCHEL PAIMQUISf 
Llndstrom 
AN1HONY JOEL DENE PAUIEI11 
Virginia 
ANGEIA]EAN PETERS 
Milbank, South Dakota 
CORA ANN PETERS 
Sauk Centre 
JEANNIE T. PETERSON 
Verndale 
LINDA MARIE PETERSON 
Andover 
SARA BE"rn PINSKE 
Arlington 
DOUGIA5 AR1HUR POTIHOFF 
White Bear lake 
DARYL R PRATHER 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
SUSAN DOROIBY RAISANEN 
Cokato 
LYNN CATHERINE REGEUN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Pillager 
PATRICIA EILEEN REISHUS 
Granite Falls 
GARY JOHN REVENIG 
Brainerd 
KRISfl KAY PETERSON REYFS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello 
RICHARD DAVID RIGNELL 
Cedar 
ROBERTA). RIVER5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Anoka 
ANN MARIE ROBLING 
Chaska 
SUSAN SANDRA ROE.SER 
Watkins 
JOEU.E ANNE ROSE 
Buffalo 
GREGORY AIAN RUETER 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
IAURIE LEE SADLER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Silver lake 
USA MARIE SAGEDAHL 
Wabasso 
SHEILEEN WEIS SAKRY 
St. Cloud 
TERFSA K SANDBERG 
Magna Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids 
ELYSE SHANNON SANGREN 
Cum Laude 
Andover 
BRENDA S. SANfEIMAN 
Red Wing 
ANNE MARIE SCHim.ER 
Albany 
EU1.ABE1H ANN SCHIil.ER 
St. Cloud 
SHARON K SCHMIDT 
Anoka 
USA MARIE SCHROER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Excelsior 
TAMMY ANN SCHULTZ 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milaca 
IAURA CHRISI1NE SCHUMACHER 
Ogilvie 
PAVIA MARIE SCOUARD 
Crystal 
MICHEU.E MARIE SEMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Grove 
MICHEU.E LEIGH SEITEU 
Summa Cum Laude 
Bloomington 
JAN COTION SHAVER 
St. Cloud 

















Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
JEFFREY AUAN STRAND 
Silver Bay 
MARY ANN STIJRGIS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River 
KIM GALES SVENDSEN 
Ro.5eVille 
KIMBERLY ANN ALERY SWANSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anoka 






IDRI ANN TI-IORSIAND 
Blaine 
RONAID EDWARD TIERNAN 
Albertville 
SARA A 1JOSVOID 
Granite Falls 
CARRIE LYNN UMPHREY 
Minneapolis 
TINA MARIE VANBECK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Greenwald 
WENDY CAROL WAGNER 
Cum Laude 






SUSAN NANCY KANGAS WFSIHOFF 
Deerwood 




WENDY LEE WHITE 
Magna Cum Laude • 
Rochester 
JENNIFER ANNE WIDMARK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 
JUUE RENEE WIGER 
Magna Cum Laude 
little Falls 
KAY MARIE WILSON 
St. Cloud 




MARSHA CAROUNE WURM 
Cum Laude 
Maple lake 
DENNIS P. YOERG 
St. Cloud 
JUUE EU1.ABE1H YOUNG 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brainerd 
TRACT ANN YOUNG 
South Haven 
JF.AN MARIE YUNKER 
New Hope 
DANIELJEROME ZETAH 
Magna Cum Laude 
little Falls 
MARCIA ANN ZINNEL 
Cum Laude 
Slayton 
ANNE MICHEL ZNIEWSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
~ COllEGE OF FINE ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
Bachelor of Arts 
SCOTI MATI-IEW AMPE 
St. Cloud 
JANICE MAY REISEWITZ ANDERSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anoka 
MICHEU.E L BAHE 
St. Cloud 
KIMBERLY ANN BAILEY 
Shoreview 




IAURA ANN BERTAMUS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Waite P'ark 
MICHAEL TI-IOMAS BURR 
Cum Laude 
P-aynesville 
GREGORY P. DOMEIER 
Fairfax 
JEANE1TE MARIE FEHL 
Cum Laude 
lake Benton 
THOMAS AR1HUR GUSTAFSON 
Coon Rapids 
WANDA KAY HORNER 
Cum Laude 
Waite P'ark 
DAWNEITE JO-MARIE JECH 
Cum Laude 
Richfield 




JOHN ROBERT KNUDSON 
MagnaCumLaude 
Roseville 
CHRISTOPHER ARNOID KOCH 
Richfield 11 
TERESA ANITA LEIPZIG Bachelor of Fine Arts CHAD RICHARD BUfLER 
Isanti Paynesville 
ERICH AIBERT warr SUSAN M. ARNOID MARCIA}. CARISON 
Magna Cum Laude Cold Spring Summa Cum Laude 
Bloomington DEBORAH LYN BUIH Odin 
PAMEIAJFAN IBOMPSON MEIANDER Oakdale CINDY JO CARTER 
Summa Cum Laude JAMES VARLEY CIDUllER Cloquet 
Spicer Plymouth JULIA CHURCH 
MARGARET ANNE MINNER )FAN HENDRICKSON ESfF..5 Summa Cum Laude 
Plymouth Summa Cum Laude Willmar 
REBECCA L NEL50N Belgrade GREGG ALLEN CUNNINGHAM 
Cum Laude JODY MARIE GRAGERT Cum Laude 
St. Cloud St Louis Park Hancock 
KARIAJANE OL50N CHERIE EUZABETI-1 HAVERLY JAY MARSHAIL DIEBOID 
Willmar New London Summa Cum Laude 
STEVEN RAY ORVIS JON MICHAELJACOBS Carlos 
Brooklyn Center Magna Cum Laude CORTIANDT B. DRAKE 
JANA OTTO Kimball Chicago, Illinois 
Summa Cum Laude PA1RICE LENCI MOLLY JENINE EGAN 
St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude Edina 
HEIDI KAY PAUL50N Virginia DAWN )FAN FEILER 
Rochester WILLIAM GERAID MEEMKEN Royalton 
USA MARIE PETilS St. Cloud DANAJFAN FERGUSON 
Coon Rapids KA1HY L PAITON Magna Cum Laude 
TIMO1HY CHARLES RECKERS Aberdeen, South Dakota St. Cloud 
New Hope SCOTT WILLIAM PESCHGffi ANDREA M. FREKING 
MAlTIIBWWILLIAM REED Currie Magna Cum Laude 
Fridley DAPHNE MARIE SCHOUNSKI Heron lake 
SI'EPHEN IVER RORVIG Magna Cum Laude KARYLJ. FROHRIP 
St. Cloud New York, New York Magna Cum Laude 
RICHARD GERARD SAUERER St Cloud 
St. Cloud LYNETIE EUZABETI-1 FROHRIP 
STEVEN LLOYD SCHIFSKY 
Bachelor of Music 
Cum Laude 
Stillwater St Cloud 
MICHELLE M. SCHUEILER WENDY RACHEL KOSTER MICHAEL ALLEN GAWGAN 
Magna Cum Laude Clear lake Cum Laude Big lake Long Prairie 
HEIDI RAE SLEITEDAHL USA ANN GARDNER 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Granite Falls Bachelor of Science lake Elmo JILL M. STRIIZUK DEBRA IDU GERRARD 
South St. Paul MERRI MEGAN AMUNDSON Cum Laude 
LINDA KAY WALE1ZKO Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin Milaca 
Willow River DENISE M. ANDERSON KAREN EUZABETI-1 GIIJE 
MARK SHANE WASINGER Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Garden City, Kansas Caledonia Stavanger, NofWclY 
TERENA MARIE WIIKENS lANNY SCOTT ANDERSON VERNA MARIE GOEBEL 
Magna Cum Laude little Falls Cum Laude 
St.Joseph IAURIE )FAN ANDERSON Albany 
TERI I.EE WWELL Sauk Centre USA CAIBERINE GOODRICH 
Magna Cum Laude MELISSA KAY ANDREOID Wells 
Coon Rapids St. Cloud JANE EU.EN GULLORD 
SUSAN KAY ZUHISDORF MARYE. ATKINSON-HERLOFSKY Frost 
Bird Island Magna Cum Laude jFANNE LYNN HALLOCK 
St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
IAURA ANN DESLER BENSON San Antonio, Texas 
Bachelor of Elective St. Paul STEVEN MICHAEL HARRINGTON BEIBJOAN BERENS St. Paul 
Studies Shakopee PATRICIA MARIE MILLER HEIKES 
PA1RICIA AMANDA BERG Summa Cum Laude 
MARY EVON ANUNDSON Pine Island Ogilvie 
New Hope DEBORAH KAY BERGEN NANCY LYNN HEUANDER 
MARTIN ANIHONY BITINER St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Apple Valley TODD MICHAEL BLOWERS Willmar 
LINDA RAE ENQUISf Cum Laude LYNN )FAN HENDERSON 
Ely Brainerd Magna Cum Laude 
DAWN MARIE LINKERT KRISfIN MICHELLE BOWAR Roseville 
Burnsville New Ulm KAREN MAE CARISON HENNEMAN 
CHERYL LYNN TUPPER PETERSON MICHELLE RUIH BOYER Summa Cum Laude 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Summa Cum Laude Milaca 
DANIELJAMES RUDIE St Cloud JOHN HERBERT HODGE SR 
St. Cloud Houston, Texas 
DAVID FREDERICK VANDIESf 
St. Cloud 
12 
CARMEN ANGEIA HOFF 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 
JODI SUE HUISENIRUIT 
long Prairie 
GREGORY J. HUNT 
Stanchfield 
DANIEL JOHN JACOBSON 
Mound 










ROCHEll.E MARIE JOHNSON 
lakeville 
SUSAN ANNE JONES 
Cum Laude 
Robbinsdale 
KERRY JOSEPH KACI< 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Leo 
EUZABEIB ANN KERKHOFF 
Magna Cum Laude 
Willmar 
MICHEUA I.FA KIATI 
Blue F.arth 
TERESE EUZABEIB KOHLER 
Magna Cum Laude 
White Bear lake 
ANfONE1TE USA KOONS 
Chisago City 
CAROL ELl1ABE1H KRUNKKAIA 
Ely 
REBECCA LYNN KRUZEL 
little Falls 
KAIBLEEN JUNE IAHR 
St. Cloud 
GRANf ROGER IAMBERT 
Fridley 
TODD L IANDRY 
Plymouth 
DARIA KAYE HICI<S IARSON 
Buffalo 






STACY LYNN MAGNUS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Worthington 
JUUE MARIE MAIAKOWSKY 
Cum Laude 
Owatonna 
CATHERINE JEAN MARKEY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Maple Grove 
NOEll.E MARGUERITE MARTIN 
St Cloud 
IBOMAS P. MCCOMAS 
Faribault 
JUUE ANN MCCORMACI< 
Plymouth 
KATHERINE JEAN MCCOY 
Tracy 
JOAN MARIE MCIAIN 
Plymouth 
ANITA MARIE MEIL 
Harris 
USA VIRGINIA MEYERS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Prior lake 
ANN MARIE MICI<El.SON 
Cum Laude 
Tracy 
STEPHEN All.EN MIKKELSON 
Cum Laude 
Wcl)7.ata 




JAMES OOUGIAS NASH 
Dawson 
MICHAEL WADE NELSON 
Clear lake 
DAVID KEVIN NESTON 
Coon Rapids 
ROBERT H. NEUMANN 
Cum Laude 
Sartell 
SHEIIA KAY NOVAK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Austin 
ANN EUZABEIB O'NEIU. 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
BRENf PETER OTIO 
Minneapolis 
KARMEN DAWN PATZER 
Jamestown, North Dakota 
RONAID GERARD PETERS 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
ANNA MICHELE PETERSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 
DAWN CAROL PETERSON 
North St. Paul 





DANA MARIE REITSMA 
Wtlmont 




RHONDA LYNN RUBER1US 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KENf OOUGIA5 RUBIN 
St. Cloud 
GREGORY L SCHUIZETENBERG 
Cum Laude 
St Cloud 





PAMEIA SUZANNE SHARP 
Cedar 
KRISTIE M. SKU7A 
Sauk Rapids 
KATHLEEN EVELYN SMrql 
Eden Prairie 
KRISTINE EUZABEIB SMITH 
Eden Prairie 
LEEANNE SMITI-1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Orono 
STACY JO IANDREVIUE SPAUIDING 
Milaca 
KRISTIE LYNN SPIERING 
Hollandale 
KARIA M. STEEVES 
St. Cloud 
CHRISTINE E. TANKE 
NoIWood 
SHANNON LEE 1HEIN 
Clara City 
AMY IDU 1HEIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Pierz 
UIA MAE 1HELEN 
Albany 
JU11ANA CATHERINE 1HIU. 
Mounds View 
KARIN JEAN TINGIDV 
Kimball 
MICHAEL ANIHONY TOOORA 
North St. Paul 
ISOMI TOMARI 
Wakayama-Ken, Japan 
KATHLEEN MARIE TORBORG 
Summa Cum Laude 
St Cloud 
KEVIN DAVID TRENHOIM 
St Cloud 
JULEEN MARY 1RISKO 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre 
MONICA LEE WAILGREN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Wadena 
JODY LYNN WAISH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Wykoff 
ANN R WARUNG 
Alexandria 




KEVIN JOHN YOUNG 
Bloomington 
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JENNIFER LYNN SCHARFE DAVID J. BIAKE 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Associate in Science Balaton Minneapolis JEFFREY ROBERT SOMMER TIMOTIIY M. B01Z 
JACQUEUNE MARIE HAAS Magna Cum Laude St. Cloud 
Gibbon Circle Pines OONAID CARL BREHMER 
MICHAELAIFRED STEICHEN Cum Laude 
Waite Park Madison 
Bachelor of Arts 
DENISE ANNE JOHNSON VICTORY CRAIG WIWAM CARLSON 
Cum Laude Fridley 
St. Cloud GREGORY AU.EN CARLSON 
MARTINA MARIE ANDER50N CHAIN-WEN WANG Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park TaiWclil, Republic of China Avon 
DANIEUE R BUS.SE MARK LEE WEGNER MICHEUE ANN MARTINI CARLSON 
Magna Cum Laude Brooklyn Center Magna Cum Laude 
Cold Spring Bowlus 
RANDALL NORMAN CFAGL5KE RICHARD COLFSfOCK 
Braham Bachelor of Elective 
Shoreview 
PAULJOHN CI.ASEMAN BARRY G. COOL 
Magna Cum Laude Studies Cum Laude 
Shoreview little Falls 
KRISTIN LEE COE JUDY LYNN CROSSON PAUL ANIHONY CROWE 
lakewood Shoreview 
Das.5el 
JUUE MARI EISENSCHENK JACQUELYN MARIE DYilA 
JEFFREY AU.EN ECKHOIM 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Big lake 
DAVID AIAN ENGEBRETSON 
Cold Spring Minneapolis Magna Cum Laude 
USA MAUREEN FOL1Z CARY JOHN NEU.ES Glenwood 
Eden Prairie Cum Laude ROBERT 1HOMAS ENIS 
1HOMAS GEORGE FRIEDRICH St. Cloud Chisholm 
Magna Cum Laude CHRISTINA M. 1HOMA.5 MORGAN ENOWMBITANG 
St. Cloud Avon Mamfe, Republic of Cameroun 
JAMES C. HAPKA NAIBAN PAUL TOEDTER JEFFREY H. EVENS 
St. Paul Perham Upsala 
BRADLEY AU.EN HEMISH DAVID MICHFAL VAIL JOHNG. EYE 
Canby Rochester Isle 
DARIAJEAN KUZNIA BRIAN DALE FAIX 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bachelor of Science 
Richfield 
Bloomington )ENNIFER ANNE FERGUSON 
JOAN MARGARET LOESCH Cum Laude 
Kimball ABDUUAH 0. AIKESHI Rochester 
DEBRA Ell.EN NEL50N LOUWAGIE Jeddah, Saudi Arabia JAMES R FISCHER 
Cottonwood TANYA KRISTINE AU.EN Rochester 
PA1RICIA ANN MARSHIK Cum Laude MICHAEL DAVID FORD 
Coon Rapids Minnetonka Magna Cum Laude 
JUUE ANN MEHR PA1RICK HOWARD ANDER50N Hoyt lakes 
Cum Laude Cum Laude OOUGI.AS AIAN F0&5ELL 
St. Cloud Anoka Sturtevant, Wisconsin 
GARY PAUL MEYER TIMOTIIY JOSEPH AREND GREGORY CHARLE.5 FRAME 
Coon Rapids Hastings Woodstock, Illinois 
JEFFERY GERARD MEYER PAUL MICHAEL ARNOIDI 1HOMAS JAMES FRANCEN 
Summa Cum Laude Iamberton Cambridge 
St. Cloud PHIUP ASAMOAH SHARON D. FUCHS 
JAMES ERIC MUELLER Offinso, Ghana, Africa Belgrade 
Staples SfEVEN RICHARD AUSTIN DALE GREGORY FYHR 
ENANANDAIALL Maplewood Magna Cum Laude 
Guyana, South America SUSAN MARIE BAR1HELEMY Pillager 
NANCY DIANE O'BRIEN Foley - DAVID GABRIEL50N 
Cum Laude JUDID-I LYNN BAUER Wyoming 
Austin Faribault LYNN MARIE HASSEI.BIAD GAE1Z 
BRIAN PA1RICK PETERSON SfACY LYNN BECKER RedWmg 
Magna Cum Laude Buffalo TAMERA M. GAUAGHER 
Stillwater MICHAEL G. BEGIN Waverly 
JOANN THERE&\ PIACHECKI Blaine PA1RICKJAMES GIRTZ 
Magna Cum Laude JUUE KATHERINE BERGOM little Falls 
St Cloud Cum Laude KEID-1 R GOS.SE 
srEPHEN NICHOi.AS ROIBSfEIN Richfield Kellogg 
Richmond OOUGI.AS LEE BILLIET 
Cum Laude 
14 Circle Pines 
DANIEL ROBERT GRAETI1NGER GREGORY JOHN LONNEMAN lllOMAS R RYDEEN 
Cumla.ude Alexandria St. Peter 
Rockford, Illinois BRADLEY ROBERT LOYA GREGORY WllllAM SAURO 
WII.BERT WllllAM HAAIA III Nisswa St. Paul 
Cumla.ude SHAWN PATRICK MAGNER KEILY R SCHAEFBAUER 
Mounds View Cumla.ude Virginia 
MARK AIAN HAGEN Robbinsdale DANIEL WllllAM SCHAENZER 
Princeton JOSEPH PAUL MANNS Wcxxibwy 
ROGER DALE HANSON Cumla.ude KURT MARK SCHMITT 
Calgaiy, Canada St. Cloud Cold Spring 
MATIHEW GERAID HAYE.5 JOHN EDWIN MAROHN RANDAIL DALE SCHULTZ 
Elk River Brooklyn Park Magna Cum La.ude 
CHARLE.5 RAYMOND HENfGES DARREL P. MAS.5MAN Monticello 
Richmond Osakis ROBERT JOSEPH SCHUMACHER 
HUGH DAVID HFSrAD ROBIN EilZABEIH MCCAR1NEY Cum Laude 
Edina Hackensack Sleepy Eye 
SUZANNE MARIE HOEFf MARKJOSEPH MCDONAID TIM01HY G. SCHWEITZER 
Cumla.ude Brainerd Rockford 
Clear lake lllOMAS RAYMOND MEIER MARY OLSON SEARS 
PAUL WllllAM HOERNEMANN Albany Magna Cum La.ude 
Watertown LFANNE MERIIA Brooklyn Park 
KERRY H. HOESCHEN Richfield JIIL RENEE SICORA 
Alexandria MARK OONAID MIILER Summa Cum La.ude 
TRACY ANN HOFFARTH Plymouth Milaca 
Magna Cum La.ude LOIS E. MITCHEIL ERIK LEE SOLIE 
Waite Park Hibbing Brooklyn Center 
BRIAN LEE HOFFMAN STEVEN L MORGAN EilZABEIH V. SORENSEN 
St. Cloud St. Cloud Magna Cum La.ude 
LEIGH ANDRA HOIMAN OOUGIAS MARLIN MUELLER St. Cloud 
Champlin St. Cloud BERNADEITE JOSEPHINE STANGi.ER 
ROBERT ALLEN HOLTI-IAUS KIMM MARIE MUELLER Magna Cum La.ude 
Monticello Cannon Falls St.Joseph 
BRIAN KEI111 HORWAlll WllllAM RICHARD NAU CYNIHIA MARIE SWANSON 
Magna Cum La.ude Northfield Oakdale 
Lakeland JEFFREY). NEWMAN lllOMAS D. SWANSON 
GREGORY FABIAN HYGREIL White Bear lake Summa Cum La.ude 
Bloomington TIM01HY PAUL NORSTAD Brainerd 
PETER DAMIAN JACOBSON Farmington DANIEL GLEN lllEIS 
Rosemount lllEOOORE JOHN ODEN1HAL Upsala 
IBTISAM KHALILJARRAD Le Center BRADLEYE. TRICKEL 
Palestine GARY LEE OLIN International Falls 
BART ANDREW JOHNSON Grand Marais BRIAN MICHAEL 1ROMBLEY 
St. Cloud MARK AIDEN OLIVER Cumla.ude 
GLENN R JOHNSON St. Marys, Ontario, Canada Anoka 
Cumla.ude BRANDON DEAN OISON 1RUNGTIJ 
Barrett Spring Park St. Cloud 
SHEIIA STOMMES KERN OONAID ALLEN OLSON CURT J. VAINIO 
Cumla.ude Cum Laude Spearfish, South Dakota 
Watkins St. Cloud MICHAEL CHARLES VESEL 
LEROY JOSEPH KLOEPPNER GREGORY All.AN OLSON Hibbing 
Clearwater Cumla.ude BRIAN lllOMAS VOGL 
DIANE MARIE KOCH Anoka Monticello 
Winsted STEVEN BRYAN!' OR'IMEIER JOEL GEORGE VOS 
JOSEPH JAMES KOILES Magna Cum La.ude Golden Valley 
Summa Cum La.ude Sioux Falls, South Dakota MARVIN PHIILIP VOSSEN 
Roseville NICKIE LYNN PETERSON Watkins 
JOLYNNE RUn-I KONKEL Oakdale DANIELJAMES WAGNER 
Deerwcxxi lllOMAS PFEIFER Eden Prairie 
RICHARD JOHN KUHN Edina SHAWN DALE WALlll 
Summa Cum La.ude BRENDAJEAN PIETROWSKI Kandiyohi 
St. Cloud little Falls AIAN LYLE WAIZ 
DARREIL RAYMOND IABFAU TIM01HY JAMES PROVINZINO Brooten 
Plymouth Nashwauk MARK JOSEPH WASHBURN 
TANNAJEAN IARSON ANNE MARIE REALI Cumla.ude 
Minneapolis St. Cloud Hill City 
STEVEN FLOYD LEABCH )UDfffi AMY LUNDGREN REYNOIDS lllOMAS LOUIS WEGSCHEID 
St. Cloud Summa Cum La.ude Winsted 
GREGORY JOHN LEE Princeton DEANNA MARIE WEINRICH 
St. Cloud BRIAN KEI111 ROGERS Fergus Falls 
JANET CHRISTINE LEPPKE St. Cloud JOHN IAWRENCE WOJACK 
Canby MICHAEL SHANE ROSS Isanti 
BRIAN F. UEBERSBACH Fridley STEVEN PERRYYATCKOSKE 
St. Cloud JAMES ROBERT RUBIN Blaine 
Summa Cum La.ude 
St. Cloud 15 
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Bachelor of Arts 
DAVID MICHAEL ANDERSON 
Brooklyn Center 
MARILYN OONNA ANDERSON 
Cuml.aude 
Waite P-ark 
THERESA GENEll.E AVERY 
Columbia Heights 
JAY WIWAM BACKER 
Browns Valley 
MOURAINE RUIH BAKER 
Summa Cum I.aude 
Buffalo 
NANCY ANNE BAKER 
Magna Cum I.aude 
Richmond 
KEllEY ANNE BAR1H 
Pine Island 
HEIDI BERNADETfE BERNU 
Brooklyn Center 
KELLY J. BIZAL 
Owatonna 
RODNEY CHARLE.5 BUJM 
St. Cloud 
TROY EUGENE BOBBITT 
Eden Prairie 
TODD STEVEN BODEM 
Champlin 
ROBERT CHARLE.5 BRAUN 
Hutchinson 
KAREN RAE BUNIJE 
Battle lake 
IBOMA.5 MICHAEL CARROLL 
Columbia Heights 
1HOMA5 FUllER CARTER 
Cuml.aude 
St. Cloud 
BRIAN JOSEPH CASH 
St. Cloud 
SCOTI J. CHRISTENSON 
Anoka 
PAUL M. CINCOSKI 
Proctor 
CAlHERINE MARY COOK 
Apple Valley 
JOSEPH ROBERT CZECH 
Royalton 
USA ANN CZECH 
Watertown, South Dakota 
PATRICK MELVIN DANIEL 
St. Cloud 
OONAID LEE DEBOER 
Prinsburg 
DANIEL GREGORY 0011.ERSCHELL 
Litchfield 
BRIAN D. OORMADY 
St. Hilaire 
USA CAlHERINE EDDY 
Magna Cuml.aude 
Staples 
KIMBERLY A EGGERS 
Excelsior 
JEFFREY A EPPLE 
St. Cloud 
LINDA KAY ERLER 
St. Paul 
DAVE ROGER E(,Jll 
Elk River 
MICHAEL BOYER FISHER 
Eden Prairie 
RONAID WESLEY FREILING JR 
South St. Paul 
ROBERT JOSEPH GIBB 
Cuml.aude 
Fargo, North Dakota 
WIS THERESA GOENNER 
Brooklyn Center 
OONAID A GORHAM 
Magna Cum I.aude 
Brainerd 
JILL ANN HADY 
Heron lake 
ROY AIAN HANENBURG 
Foley 
TIMO1HY C. HANKS 
Detroit, Michigan 
DAN RICHARD HANNUIA 
Eveleth 
RICHARD IBOMA.5 HASEIMAN 
Woodbwy 
KEUAN JAMES HEMMESCH 
Paynesville 
MICHEll.E DIANE HOFfEIG 
St. Cloud 
GERAID JAMES HOIM 
Wayzata 
KARI L HOLTEN 
Richmond 
PHYLLIS ERICKSON HOUJBE1Z 
Magna Cum I.aude 
JAMES RICHARD HOYER 
Litchfield 
IBOMA.5 F.ARL INVIE 
Crystal 
DAVID ROGER IVERSON 
St. Cloud 
MICHEll.E LYNN IVERSON 
Chisholm 
JOREL SIDNEY JACKSON 
White Bear lake 
BRUCE DAVID JOHNSON 
Summa Cum I.aude 
Champlin 
MARK GERAID JOHNSON 
Wrenshall 
ERIC C. JONAS 
Anoka 
RICHARD C. KNOPIK 
Summa Cum I.aude 
Little Falls 
JAN MARIE KUMMET 
Brainerd 
JULIE MARIE KUMMET 
Loretto 
EUZABE1H LYNN IANGSTEN 
West Allis, Wisconsin 
ANDREW JOHN IARSEN 
Princeton 
BRADLEYWADE LECKRONE 
River Falls, Wisconsin 
ERIKJONLEE 
Burnsville 
SHERYL ANN LEHMAN 
Sauk Centre 
JAMES w. LEN1HE 
Arden Hills 
CIAYfON R IIrn.E 
Cuml.aude 
Robbinsdale 
OORALEE CIARE UTI1.ER 
Cuml.aude 
Eveleth 
DAVID AR1HUR WCAS 
Savannah, Georgia 
VALERIE JEAN WNDE 
North Branch 
KIMBERLY SUZANNE WOMA 
Coon Rapids 
DEBRA KAY MM5 
Cuml.aude 
long lake 
AUNDRIA GAIL MANUEL 




MICHEll.E MARGARET MAY 
Magna Cum I.aude 
Marcell 
BARRY JOHN MEYER 
Magna Cum I.aude 
Melrose 
JEFFREY ROBERT MEYER 
Albany 
KAY LYNN Mill.ER 
St. Cloud 
DAVID A MISSELL 
St. Cloud 
KEVIN PATRICK MOLLOY 
Cuml.aude 
St. Cloud 




GREGORY WIWAM NAREY 
Brooklyn Center 
JOHN CHRISTOPHER NEUMANN 
Plymouth 
ROBERT SANFORD NICHOIS 
Brainerd 
jlJLE.5 MARK NORMAN 
Andover 
JONA1HAN MICHAEL NOYES 
Summa Cum I.aude 
Starbuck 
WIWAM LEE OJILE 
Columbia Heights 
KRISTI MARIE Ol50N 
St. Paul P-ark 
RACHEL EUZABETI-I Ol50N 
Robbinsdale 
BERNARD FRANCIS OMANN 
St. Stephen 
STEVEN C. PENICK 
Spring lake P-ark 
JONA1HAN RAYMOND PETRY 
Cambridge 




MARY MARGARET PITIS 
St. Cloud 
GREG CHARLF.S RISflNEN 
Waite Park 
DEBRA ANN ROMANOSKI 
Barnum 
LORRAINE RUSSEll 
MARY COUEITE SCHAEFER 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
DEBRA KAY SCHIERNBECK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Watertown, South Dakota 
JANICE MARIE SEVERSON 
Hibbing 
OOROTIIY HEIBN SILVERS 
Cold Spring 




TIMOTIIY JOHN Sf. MARTIN 
St. Paul 
ROBERT WIUlAM Sf ANGIER 
St. Peter 
CRAIG DAVID STEINER 
Minnetonka 
JAYSON KENT STEJSKAL 
Brooklyn Center 
jAME.5 JOHN STIGMAN 
Perham 
PAUIA ANN TACKE.Tf 
Eagan 
LON KENNE1H 1Hlll 
Cloquet 
MICHAEL LEE lHOMPSON 
Silver Bay 
ERIC CONRAD lHOVSON 
Hutchinson 
NANCT BFA EHRIJCH lHROLSON 
Spicer 
LINDA MARIE lRIPP 
St. Cloud 
HAYLEY MARY UNKE 
Starbuck 
jANEllE MARIE VOLTIN 
Summa Cum Laude· 
Pierz 
Bfill-1 ANN VORUCEK 
Cokato 
JODI KAYE WALGRAVE 
Madison 
OOROTIIY IAVERE VRY WARMBOID 
Magna Cum Laude 
Menahga 
TAMMIE LYNN WEIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
JOSEPH ROBERT WESTERMAN 
Richfield 
lHOMAS MICHAEL WIIREIMY 
Cloquet 
CORRINE MARIE WURTINGER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anoka 




BOBBI MICHEllE BRUNS 
Cas.5lake 
LOIS J. STEIN GAETZ 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
JOHN PETER GOHL 
Clearlake 
RONAID GORDON HENSLEY 
Cum Laude 
Stewartville 
KEITI-i VERNON KORVER 
St. Cloud 
ANN MARIE SCHIM5CHOCK IAMB 
Annandale 
PAUL DEIANO LIESKE 
Maple lake 
PA1RICIA ANN URBA.5 
Ely 
WIWAM C. WINSCHER 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Science 
PA1RICK EDWARD AHERN 
Inver Grove Heights 
AMY EUZABEil-1 ANDERSON 
Cum Laude 
RedWmg 
TODD GUSfAV ANDERSON 
Eden Prairie 
LOU ANN BARRE1T 
St. Cloud 




MICHEllE LEE BI.ENK.USH 
Cum Laude 
Atwater 
jAME.5 ANTI-IONY BORER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mayer 
JENNIFER ANN DEGE 
Litchfield 
JANET LYNN MORRISON ERICKSON 
Cambridge 
ANN MARIE ERIANDSON 
Cum Laude 
Andover 




ANDREW L GAIAWAY 
New Brighton 
SHARON LEIIANI JENSEN 
Kerkhoven 
GREGORY P. JUISON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Inver Grove Heights 
SHEIIA LYNN KAMPA 




JEFFREY D. KREIS 
Princeton 
KRIS ANN KRONENBERG 
Cum Laude 
Bloomington 
LORRAINE JOAN IAHR 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
RANDAL LEE MEHRER 
Waite Park 
MICHEllE MARIA METCALF 
St. Cloud 
JON WIWAM NELSON 
Maple Grove 
KEllY ANDREA NELSON 
Annandale 
CHRISI1NE LEIGH PAITERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
ANNE MARIE POWERS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Chokio 
BEVERLY KAYE RICHARDSON 
Cum Laude 
Brainerd 
DENISE CHRISfINE SCHUFf 
LeSueur 
jAME.5 MACGREGOR SHAW 
Cum Laude 
Edina 
JEFFERY lHOMAS SMilH 
little Falls 
USA RAE SPRINGER 
Anoka 
SHERRY M. TREINEN 
Cum Laude 
Pelican Rapids 
JANICE MARIE VANDERUNDE 
Delano 
SANDRA MARIE VOSEN 
little Falls 
JENNIFER LYNN WALTER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Plymouth 
KARIA LEE WEIIAND 
Richfield 
LINDA BOIZ Will 
St. Cloud 
LINDA KAY ZIEMER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gilbert 





Associate in Arts 




ROBERT jAMF.S GIMPL 
Duluth 
ANDREW GERARD HAMLlN 
South St. P-auJ 
CINDY LEE HANSON 
Apple Valley 
GEORGE ERICH HENKEMEYER 
St. Cloud 
WCRETIA RAE JOHNSON 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL SCOTI JOHNSfON 
Brooklyn Center 
PAMEIA A KRUEGER 
Royalton 
ROBERT CRAIG MARBLE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 
EUGENE MARK Mill.ER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Grove 
DANIEL ALVIN NELSON 
Buffalo 
MARY T. NIERENGARTEN 
St.Joseph 
GREGORY SCOTI PETERSON 
Richfield 
USA MARIE PINZ 
Isle 
RENEE ANN HEINEN TAMM 
Avon 
TERRI L TRICKEL 
Cum Laude 
International Falls 
DAVID TODD WIBBENS 
Burnsville 





JUDITH ANN Mill.ER 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
SHARON LYNNE ADAMS 
Pequot Lakes 
JOSEPH FRANCIS BECKEY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brooklyn P-ark 




VANCE EUGENE ENGIAND 
Brainerd 
SCOTI RONAID ERICKSEN 
Bloomington 
CHRISflNE DENISE ERICKSON 
Buffalo 
JOSEPH WllllAM GROSE 
Waterville 
DANIEL RAYMOND HOIMF..5 
Brainerd 
JENNIFER LYNN HOWES 
Littleton, Colorado 
KA1HRYN IAVONNE DITIER IBES 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL DEAN KEll.EY 
Mound 




HARVEY AU.EN LOVE 
Brainerd 
MICHAEL SCOTI WCA5 
St. P-aul P-ark 
SHAWN PATRICK MFAKINS 
St. Louis P-ark 
MICHEUE LEE Mill.ER 
Cum Laude 
Anoka 
LINDA K ANDREWS OBRYCKI 
Elk River 
GARY MICHAEL PLOMBON 
St. Cloud 
ANIHONY PAUL PROZINSKI 
Cushing 




WILUAM A SERIE 
Little Falls 
DARIN AU.EN SKOPEK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Radiswn, Wisconsin 
HYUN SOUK SONG 
St. Cloud 
IBOMA5 PERRY SOULE 
Plymouth 
ALEXIS GRAYSTON SfAMBAUGH 
St. Cloud 
MARIANNA MARGARET TEFF 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL M. WEBER 
St. Cloud 
The Academic Attire 
The custom of wearing a distinctive dress for academic 
ceremonies goes back to the Middle Ages, when long-
sleeved, hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the 
unheated stone colleges. Academic costume is at present 
worn in the United States by persons taking part in 
academic ceremonies in general, at commencement 
ceremonies, at baccalaureate services, and at various 
inauguration ceremonies. 
Gowns. The bachelor's gown is a relatively simple 
kind falling in straight lines from a fairly 
elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing 
characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. 
The master's gown is similar, except for the 
sleeves. The doctor's gown is an elaborate 
costume marked by velvet panels down the 
front and around the neck as well as by 
three bars of the same material on the bell-
shaped sleeves. 
Hoods. The greatest degree of symbolism is shown 
by the hood. Bachelors here do not wear 
the hood. The hood has velvet edging 
which indicates the area of specialization. 
The inside of the hood is satin and indicates 
by its color the college or university which 
granted the degree. St. Cloud State 
University's colors are deep cardinal and 
black. 
Caps. The square "Oxford cap" or mortarboard of 
serge or broadcloth with a stiff crown is 
worn for most degrees. The tassel that hangs 
to the side is switched from the right to the 
left at the moment the degree is avvarded. 
The Commencement Ceremony as a whole affirms the 
value of learning to society, recognizes the cooperation 
of many people, on and off the campus, who have 
contributed to the learning enterprise and, above all, 
celebrates the effort and achievement (symbolized by 
diplomas, degrees and dress) of the graduates 
themselves. 
The Mace. The mace originated as a staff or club used 
in the Middle Ages for breaking armor. It 
evolved into a ceremonial symbol of 
authority used in legislative bodies, 
universities, and other governmental units. 
The University Mace was created by David 
I.andwehr out of the white cedar flag pole 
from Old Main which was built in 1874 and 
razed in 1948. The carved designs on the 
mace head which are decorated with gold 
leaf symbolize the five undergraduate 
colleges of the University and were created 
by Merle Sykora, Associate Professor of Art. 
Mr. Sykora also designed the colorful school 
banners depicting the College of Business 
(drab), College of Education (light blue, 
lemon, sage green), College of Fine Arts 
and Humanities ( white, brown, crimson, 
pink, silver gray, dark blue), College of 
Science and Technology ( orange, golden 
yellow), and College of Social Sciences 
( citron, copper). 













ROBERT CAROTHERS, Chancellor 









AMERICA, TI-IE BEAUTIFUL 
0 beautiful for spacious skies, 
For amber waves of grain, 
For purple mountain majesties 
Above the fruited plain 
America! America! 
God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood 
From sea to shining sea 
UNIVERSITY HYN.IN 
I H tt J. i J ~ I J J 
1. Sing to thee, our Alma 
2. By the riv - er's flow - ing 
J ~ 
Mater, 
wa - ters, 
Harvey Waugh 
I r· J, J J r r 
high on oak-crowned banks, 
by its is - lands fair, 
H$~%' l Ji J J J :J J I r p J .J I J. i J 
Em- blem of our search 
May the loy - al sons 
~ I , 
Filled with fires of true 
May they with sin - cere 
1~/kf f' t J .J I :J 
Loy - al to thy fine 
Loy - al to thy fine 
for know - ledge, symbol of our youth - ful ranks. 
and daughters, thy en - dur - ing friend - ship share. 
.J I ~-
... 
'r I t j ~ ,· r r 
am - bi - tion, let us ev- er be· , 
am - bi - tion, through the years e'er be; 
~ J ~ I r J, r· J! a. ~ 
tra - di - tion. Hail, St. Cloud, to thee! 
tra - di - tion. Hail, St. Cloud, to thee! 
II 
